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Preserving the city’s pride and joy
Provided we give it the care it deserves, the harbour will remain a desirable place for both marine life and humans, writes Megan Johnston.

T

o many Sydneysiders, the
harbour is a proudly flaunted
jewel, a brilliant vision to
admire from balconies, boats
and foreshores.
But look beneath the sparkling
waves and you’ll find a bustling
ecosystem as busy as the city above.
This hidden underwater world is
home to at least 3600 invertebrate and
about 600 fish species, including
dozens of Australian endemic species.
And the list is still growing; only
10 years ago, the Sydney scorpionfish
was discovered in Chowder Bay.
But far from being cut off from the
world above, this aquatic realm relies
in part on the care and attention of its
human neighbours.

‘‘The whole harbour and its
surrounds is a big living system, so
what happens on land goes into the
sea,’’ says a research fellow in plant
biology and climate change at the
University of Technology, Sydney,
Dr Paul Gribben, who also works with
the Sydney Institute of Marine
Science (SIMS).
The harbour still carries some
contamination – a legacy of Sydney’s
industrial past. While governments
and environmental agencies have
slowed the flow of pollution and
cleaned up some of the toxic
chemicals, stormwater still brings in
some pollutants.
‘‘The harbour’s a lot better than it
used to be but we still have a long way

to go to make it more resilient for
what’s going to happen in the future,’’
Gribben says. ‘‘One of the unknowns is
what climate change will do to
biodiversity. The more we can clean it
up, the more resilient it will be to more
rainfall and higher temperatures.’’
Another challenge is population
growth. More than 80 per cent of the
catchment’s approximate
500 square kilometres is urbanised
and the Australian Bureau of Statistics
predicts Sydney’s population will
grow from 4.5 million to 7 million
during the next 45 years.
‘‘That means we’re only going to see
more pollutants and stressors so we
have to learn how to deal with those as
well,’’ Gribben says.

He is one of dozens of researchers at
SIMS who is exploring ways to buffer
the marine ecosystem against future
shocks. A senior lecturer in biological

‘We still have a long
way to go to make it
more resilient.’
Dr Paul Gribben, UTS/SIMS
sciences at the University of Sydney,
Dr Will Figueira, compares the health
of the harbour to a structure held
together by rivets – as each rivet pops
out, the structure weakens. But as our

understanding of the harbour
ecosystem improves, so, too, do our
chances of preserving it.
For example, scientists can bolster
whole ecosystems by finding out the
best ways to protect habitats such as
sea grass from human activity,
Figueira says.
Some researchers are looking
beyond biology. A visiting fellow at
SIMS, Caroline Hoisington, is
working to estimate the economic
value of the harbour by examining
how much money tourists spend in
Sydney and how much Sydneysiders
have been willing to pay for cleaner
water. She also hopes to estimate the
value of hard-to-measure benefits,
such as the harbour’s environmental

services and biodiversity and how it
adds to quality of life for residents.
One set of figures Hoisington is
working with shows nearly half of the
26.8 million international and
domestic tourists who visited Sydney
in the 12 months to June came
primarily for reasons such as holiday
or pleasure, generating about
$5.2 billion. Another $6.2 billion
came from those coming for business
and to see relatives and friends.
‘‘I can’t give a number for how much
of that was generated by the harbour
directly but I can say most of the
international and some of the
domestic visitors would have spent a
lot of time in, on or around the
harbour,’’ she says.

This type of work illustrates the
breadth of research being undertaken
at SIMS, says its director, Professor
Peter Steinberg.
The institute draws together more
than 100 scientists and researchers
from universities across the region
and manages key scientific
equipment that monitors water flow,
aquatic organisms, water nutrients
and pollutants.
‘‘We see SIMS as a multidisciplinary
focal point for marine and estuarine
research in NSW,’’ Steinberg says.
‘‘Urbanisation and Sydney Harbour
– the way it functions as an
ecosystem, its health and its
interrelationships with the city – is a
major emphasis of research at SIMS.’’

Changes help
biodiversity effort
THE Sydney Harbour we know and
love is vastly different from the
waterway the city’s first European
visitors saw.
In more than 200 years of
development, mangroves and
beaches have been turned into
reclaimed land, expanses of water
have been saddled with bridges and
natural rock shelves have been
replaced with man-made rock walls
suitable for shipping.
While the changes have made life
for people more convenient, the same
can’t be said for marine life, with
many species put under pressure.

Potential solutions ... Dr Ross
Coleman. Photo: Domino Postiglione
The director of the Centre for
Research on Ecological Impacts of
Coastal Cities, SIMS scientist Dr Ross
Coleman, says vertical rock walls in
particular have affected the harbour’s
biodiversity.
‘‘Adding hard surfaces, you’d
predict that hard-surface animals like
algae, invertebrates and barnacles
would do well,’’ he says. ‘‘But the
diversity on a vertical sea wall is
different from normal horizontal
surfaces and as a result you get a
much-reduced subset of species.’’
One option to address this is to
create complex rocky habitats on
vertical sea walls. This is difficult and
can be expensive but a new project
bolting potential habitats onto rock
walls looks promising. Coleman likens
it to installing empty plant pots on
existing structures and engineering
them to promote biodiversity.

‘‘This basically allows councils to
retrofit biodiversity without having to
spend millions on redesigning or
rebuilding the wall,’’ he says.
The other man-made structures
that affect the health of the harbour
are pylons and pontoons. Although
they provide new surfaces for hardsurface species and shaded areas for
habitation, they tend to attract
invasive species.
Coleman says the consequences of
this are still largely unknown. ‘‘It is an
area we know very little about in
marine systems,’’ he says. ‘‘We tend to
only take note if they are a pest
species, so some of these other
invasive species may be having a
negligible or even a slightly positive
effect as fish food.’’
The use of seawater in heating and
cooling plants is also having an effect
on the harbour. Although more
environmentally friendly than using
fresh water, putting hard surfaces
such as pipes in the harbour leads to a
build-up of organisms in these pipes.
Corporations were injecting bleach
into the water to kill these organisms,
polluting the harbour in the process.
In a positive development, new
compounds called biosides have
been developed to keep the pipes
clean without destroying ecosystems.
A specialist in marine community
ecology, Dr Paul Gribben, says the
biggest change we can make to the
harbour is to control our inputs.
This means managing stormwater
and other contaminants and
minimising the impact of new
waterfront developments. Treating
effluent and discharging it in long
water outfall has made a big
difference, as have new laws requiring
boats to take their waste ashore.
Gribben believes theses factors, and a
commercial fishing ban and a
reduction in recreational fishing,
have improved harbour biodiversity.
‘‘Anecdotally, the harbour is an
improving feature,’’ he says. ‘‘We’ve
got a lot more work to do but on the
whole you’d mark it down as a B plus.
Could do better but plenty of
improvements have been made.’’
Max Halden

Hope floats ... associate professor Gavin Birch and PhD student Serena Blyth Lee take water samples near Drummoyne. Photo: Quentin Jones

After rain, it all comes out in the wash
Purifying stormwater run-off could potentially improve the health of waterways and create a useful resource, writes Max Halden.
OF THE threats facing the health of
our harbour, none is greater than
pollution. Sydney’s waterways still
bear the scars of decades of dumped
toxic waste before regulations in the
1970s banned the practice.
But another contaminant is flowing
into our harbour daily: stormwater.
An associate professor at the School
of Geosciences at the University of
Sydney, Gavin Birch, is working on
solutions to manage and reduce this
waste and improve the biodiversity
and health of our waterways.
Birch says that stormwater is more
than rain. Heavy metals related to
vehicle activity, hydrocarbons

produced by burning fossil fuels and
organochlorines from pesticides and
herbicides combine in a potent and
potentially deadly mix in our
waterways and sewers. Many of these
chemicals will never break down or
take decades to do so.
After a large storm, a process called
stratification begins. Millions of litres
of stormwater flow into the harbour
and form a discrete freshwater layer
above the saltwater. This creates a
turbid plume up to two metres deep
that shoots across the top of the
harbour, the brown sludge that can
sometimes be seen off the bow of a
ferry on Sydney Harbour.

As the rain stops and the plume
slows, it starts to break down and mix
with the saline water.
Although the plume has negative
effects on marine species, the
movement of this stormwater into the
lower reaches of the harbour dilutes
the pollutants to a safe level. Once it
has gone past the heads, the force of
the ocean dilutes the contaminants to
undetectable amounts.
Birch suggests these flows are too
extreme to influence. ‘‘In heavy
precipitation events, so much water is
moving so fast, we can’t remediate the
big events,’’ he says. ‘‘It’s technically
and financially beyond us.’’

There is more potential – and need
– to reduce stormwater impacts when
the flow is much lighter. At these
times, contaminants flow slowly into
the harbour and are trapped close to
their entry point.
This is responsible for most of the
pollution in the smaller bays such as
Iron Cove and Blackwattle, as the low
flow conditions mean the pollutants
never escape the harbour, settling in
the sediment and doing long-term
damage to marine habitats.
Measures are being taken to remove
the contaminants from these base
flows before they make it to the bays
using sand infiltration basins. After

redirecting the water through these
basins, harmful chemicals can be
removed, leaving clean water behind.
Birch says the potential to harvest
this filtered stormwater is immense.
‘‘We can use it in irrigating gardens
and golf courses or in street cleaning,
for example,’’ he says.
Today, almost all our stormwater is
wasted, flowing into bays and
contaminating the harbour, Birch
adds. In the coming years, waterfront
recreational areas such as golf courses
and marinas will be able to use
stormwater harvesting projects to
produce clean water for their own use
and keep the harbour cleaner.

Humans must learn to cohabit with complex aquatic life
SYDNEY Harbour is at the centre of a
tug of war between competing
interests. On the one hand, people
want to use it for recreational pursuits
and as the location for new
developments; on the other, its
marine inhabitants need it to be a
healthy and stable home.
A research fellow at the Plant
Functional Biology and Climate
Change Cluster of the University of
Technology, Sydney, Dr Paul Gribben,
says it’s essential we don’t overlook the
importance of the harbour to marine
life in our rush to use the waterway.

A specialist in marine community
ecology, Gribben says 90 per cent of
the biodiversity in the harbour – the
range of plants and animals it
contains – is there because of habitatforming species. These species form
structures and environments that
provide food and shelter.
While there are several types of
habitat-forming species, there are two
main categories in Sydney Harbour:
macrophytes and invertebrates.
Macrophytes are aquatic plants
such as seaweed or seagrass and are
central to the functioning of healthy

ecosystems. They play an important
part in the nutrient cycle, consuming
carbon dioxide and producing oxygen
to help with the decomposition of
organic matter. They provide food for
big and small species, attracting
smaller plants and animals for larger
species to eat, while offering refuge
for others from predators. They are
also very important nursery grounds
for juvenile fish, many of which are
important for recreational fishing.
The other type of habitat-forming
species are invertebrates, including
small molluscs and crustaceans that

colonise rock formations. In these
environments, hundreds of
individual organisms colonise a rocky
area to create a complex matrix,
which houses a variety of species.
These ecosystems promote
biodiversity and the filter-feeding
molluscs also remove and break down
many of the toxins polluting the
water, meaning they are essential to
the health of the harbour.
Conserving macrophytes begins
with finding and monitoring them.
‘‘It is important to know where
these colonies are and how much

they’ve changed so we can manage
them over time,’’ Gribben says. ‘‘Once
we have a detailed map, we can
potentially remediate those habitats
that have been lost.’’
Conserving seagrass areas requires
a holistic approach to cleaning up the
harbour. Pollution needs to be
decreased, sediment levels lowered
and ecosystems protected from
recreational and commercial overuse,
Gribben says. He says conserving
seagrass areas is the best way to
conserve the harbour’s health.
Some of the threats to invertebrate

habitats are the same as those facing
the macrophytes, such as
overpollution, but people also harvest
molluscs to collect and eat. Ensuring
that human impact doesn’t destroy
these ecosystems is key.
Developing strategies for
communities to help protect and
promote these ecosystems into the
future is a high priority, Gribben says.
‘‘From a conservationist’s
perspective, these habitats are the
most important parts of maintaining
our harbour’s health.’’
Max Halden

Conservation ... Paul Gribben studies
water habitats. Photo: Domino Postiglione
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intense field-based learning
“ The
attracted me to UTS Science.

Subjects are offered where you
travel to the destination and learn
everything first-hand out amongst
the environment.
UTS also has very environmental
based courses that include terrestrial
and aquatic, which allows you to
work in almost any environmental
related field.

“

MICHAELA LARSSON
Graduate, Bachelor of Science
in Marine Biology

EXCELLENT REASONS TO STUDY
ENVIRONMENTAL COURSES AT UTS!
> PRACTICAL AND RELEVANT:
Strong fieldwork focus, so be prepared
to learn in the great outdoors such as
One Tree Island, Southern Ocean,
Snowy Mountains and the Antarctica.
> WORKREADY:
Gain skills employers want through
field and lab experience, hands-on with
latest technology equipment in the state
of the art facilities.

> RESEARCH-DRIVEN:
Engage with big issues research such
as climate change impacts in one of
Australia’s best science facilities.
> FLEXIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL
PROGRAMS TO CHOOSE FROM:
Marine biology, environmental forensics,
environmental biology or the Bachelor
of Science, flexible major.

“UTS is a key partner
of the Sydney Institute
of Marine Science.”
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